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**Journals System** is a platform that enables online publishing of the scientific journal.

**Journals System** is fully integrated with Editorial System which enables fast and simple publication of the articles sent by Authors.

**Journals System functionality:**
- current issue
- articles as metadata: keywords, abstract, title, authors, doi, publish date etc.
- articles as fulltext PDF files
- archive of the journal
- intuitive and precise search engine
- supplements and special issues
- online first
- dynamic subpages like for example: editorial office, editorial board, about the journal, contact, indexing, guidelines for Authors / Reviewers, subscription etc.
- article sharing via email, link and social media
- articles’ statistics
- header of the website might be configured in accordance with the visual identity of the particular journal
- configurable background color and links color
- events’ promotion box
- automatically created indexes of authors, keywords and domains
- integration with external scientific databases via Editorial System
- similar articles
- integration with Editorial System
- HighWire metatags support for Google Scholar
- OAI-PMH protocol support
- sitemap.xml support
- own domain name ex. http://www.yourjournal.com

Each Editorial Office has its own access to CMS (Content Management System) which enables to:
- add, modify, delete articles
- view statistics of the articles
- add, modify, delete dynamic information pages of the journal
- manage files database – Editorial Office may upload different files like photos, statements etc. and embed them on information pages to be available for visitors of the journal’s website
- add, modify, delete events to events’ promotion box